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Random Perturbations of Dynamical Systems: 
Large Deviations and Averaging 

Mark I. FreidJin 

Abstract: A rewiew of the theory of random pertur
bations of dynamical systems is presented in this paper.Limit 
theorem.:; fur large deviations is an important tool in prob
lems concerning the long time behavior of the perturbed sys
tem.But for some important classes of dynamical systellls ,for 
cxample,for Halniltonian systems,such an approach docs not 
works . A new approach based on a developement of the av
eraging principle has been suggested.It turns out that for the 
white noise type perturbations the slow component of the per
turbed motion converges,under some assum- ptions,to a dif
fusion process on a graph corresponding to the first integral 
of the nonperturbed system.Perturbations of the Hamiltonian 
systems in the plane and of area-preserving systems on a torus 
are considered. The slow component of the perturbed system 
converges to a jumping process on the graph in the case of 
impuls-like perturbations. 

Key wOI'ds : Large deviations, Averaging principle, 
Random perturbations. 

Introdution 

This paper is a kind of short review of solved and some unsolved problems 
concerning random perturbations of dynamical systems. It is written in a frcc 
style. We give here no proofs and provide just the references if availablc , com
ments, and sometimes explanations of our statements. Most attention is paid to 
demonstration of various effects typical for the problems under consideration. 

From the probabilistic point of view, problellls considered here can I)l! roughly 
speaking related to the laws os large numbers, or to results of the central limit. 
theorem type, or to the limit theorems for large deviations. It is useful to keep ill 
mind the connections with these classical topics of probability theory. 

Many problems mentioned in this paper are closely connected with asymptotic 
problems for partial differential equations (without randomness). A probabilistic 
approach turns out to be very productive for those problems. 

Some results, such as, for example, large deviation theory for random pertur
bations of finite dimensional systems, are well known, and we mention them only 
to consider their generalizations. Other results like the perturbations of Hamilto
nian systems are rather new, and we pay them more attention. 
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I would like to note, finally, that. t.he bibliography does lIot. pret.end t.o cover 
all the papers concerning this topic . 

§ 1. Quasideterministic approximat.ion 

By a dynamical syst.em in JR" we underst.and a system of ordinary differential 
equations 

(1.1 ) 

We as.<;ume that t.he vector field b(.I·) is smooth enough and the derivatives 
are bounded. 

There are many ways to introducc ralldom pelturbations in (1. L). But t.o 
some extent, various forms of noise lead t.o similar mathemat.ical problems and 
need similar mat.hemat.ical t.ools. 

The most popular, and oft.en most. nat.ural from ttl(' physical point of view, 
form of random pert.urbations is the additive white noise: 

( 1.2) 

Here b(x) is the sanlP as in (1.1), W t is the WiclH' r proc('ss in Dl" ,( is a slllall 
positive parameter. As is well knowlll, equation (1 .:2) defilles a diff't1sioll Markov 
process In nt. The different.ial operat.or 

r ::l 

< ( 2: i U ) b1 ,. . ) L = -.:l + b (x) ~, b( x = ( (x) , ... , b (x ), 
2 ux" 

';=1 

is closely connected with this process. In particular, the solutiolJs of' tht' 
boundary problems ('ollnect.ed with t.he operator L' and wit.h the parabolic opera
tor :t - L ' can be writt.en as the expectations of proper functionals of the process 
Xt' (see, for example, [F2]) . 

Of course, one can consider perturbations of the form 

(1.3 ) 

where O'(x) is a matrix. The corresponding differential operatol' will b0 equal 
to 

1 2:/' .. 02 2:" . a " 
L' = - a'J(x) . . + b'(x)--. (a'J (x)) = O'(x)O'*(x) . 

2 . . ax'aXJ. aX' ' 
',J=1 .=1 

One more form of white-noise-type perturbations: Let. 1/1. , t ~ 0, he a COII

tinuous time Markov chaill in the phase spaee {I, 2, .. . ,11} wit.h t.he transition 
intensities Cij, 1 ~ i, j ~ 11, i i= j . Set. 
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x; = b(X:> + .jf"O-v,(XnWt , X~ = X E JR r . (1.4) 

Here 0-1 (X), ... , 00n(X) are some matrices. The pair (.:'q, Vt) forms a Markov 
process in lRr x {I, ... , n}. The infinitesimal operator A of this process on a 
function f( x, k) smooth in x is equal to 

. ( 12::r 
i j ( . 0 2 f(x , k) 2::r bi )of(x , k) 2::n (f( .) f( k)) Hf x,k) = - ak x) 0 ·0 . + (x a· + Ckj X , ) - x, . . 2 x' xl x' 

i,j i =1 j=1 

One can consider perturbations of a different kind, which are small only in 
the m ean sense: 

(1.5 ) 

Here ~t is a stationary process with regular enough trajetories and with some 
ergodic properties. Suppose that Eb(x,~t) = b(x). Then one can prove that the 
process X) uniformly in any finit e time interval [0 , T) converge in probability 
as f lO to the solution of system (1.1) ([Kh.l)' [F-W .l)). It means that the 
process defined by (1.5) can be considered as a random perturbation of (1.1). The 
solutions of (1.2) and (1.4), of course, also converge uniformly on [0 , T) to solution 
of (1.1). This convergence can be looked on as a resul t of the law of large numbers 
type . 

One can consider the dev iations of Xt' from Xt. In the case of (l.2), if b(x) 
is smooth enough 

( 1.6) 

The process XP) is a Gaussian Markov (non-homogeneous in time) process. 
Similar expansions can be written for (1.3) and (1.4) (in the last case for fixed 
trajectory vd . For the equation (1.5) it is impossible to write down such an 
expansion, but one can prove a cent.ral-limi t-theorem-type result: Under certain 
assumptions concerning the mixing properties of the process ~t the normalized 
difference 1Ji = C 1 / 2 (Xt' - Xd converges weakly in COT to a Markov Gaussian 
process ([Khl],[FWl)) . 

One more old centrallimit-theorem-type result worth mentioning ([Kh2], [B)): 
Let 

Eb(x,~tl = O. (1.7) 

Then, under some assumptions concerning the mixing properties of ~t, the 
process Xt' = Xt'/,(X t' is the solution of (1.5)) converge weakly in COT to a dif
fusion process. I will consider a natural generalization of this very special result 
later . . 
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All the results mentioned above, besides the last one, relate to the behavior 
of the perturbed process on finite time interval. But many problems arising in 
applications concern the behavior of the perturbed system on infinite or growing 
together with (-1 time intervals. 

The first approximation of the long time behavior of the perturbed syst.em is 
given by the (rough) theory of large deviations. This theory is, in a sense, similar 
to the quasiclassic approximation in the quant.um mechanics. It t.urns out that 
many characteristics of the long time behavior of the system, though they are 
determined by the random noise, iHf" not random . Therefore that approximatioll 
one can call quasideterministic. 

A functional SOT(<p), <P E COT, is called the action functional for the family 
of process X;, 0:::; t :::; T, as ( 1 0, if 

limlim(ln IP{ max IXt' - <ptl < 8} = SOT(<p) (see [FWl)) . 
610 ,10 O~t~l 

For example, in the case of processes defined by (1.2) 

T 

SOT(<p) = ~ J l.ps - b(<psWds 
o 

for absolutely continuous <ps E COT, and SOT(<p ) = cx:' for the rest of COT 
[FWl). 

In the case of (1.5) assume that the following limit exists 

T 

lim ~ In E exp{ 0' J b(x , ~s )ds} = H(x, 0'), 0' E IRr . (1.8) 

a 

Then one can check that H(x,O') is convex in 0', and under certain assump
tions the action functional for family X; defined by (l.5) is equal to 

T 

SOT(<p) = J L(<ps,.ps)ds 

a 

for absolutely continuous <P E COT, and SOT(<p) = 00 for the rest of COT. Here 
L( x, (3) is the Legender transformation of H (x, 0') : L( x, (3) = sup( O'jJ - H (x, 0') 

'" ( see [F2J, [FW1]). If, for example, ~t is a FeUer Markov process on a compact 
phase space E with the generator A, then limit (1.8) exists, and H(x,O') is equal 
to the first eigenvalue of the problem A<p(y) + O'b(x, y)<p(y) = A<p(y), y E E. I will 
assume that the proCp.ss ~t in (1.5) is such a process. 

The action functional for (1.4) is calculated in [EF). 
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Denote 

V(x,y) = inf {SOT(ip), ipo = X,ipT = y,T > O}, 
x, yER r 

in the case (1.2) and (1.3), (1.4) if the matrix IT(x)lT*(x) is not degenerate, 
o ~ Vex, y) < 00. For the process defined by (1.5) vex, y) can be equal to + 00. 

This function in the generic case contains the main information concerning the 
quasideterministic approximation of the long time behavior of the perturbed sys
tem . 

A typical example of long time behavior problems is given by the exit problern. 
Consider a domain G in IRr (Fig. 1), and denote T' = inf{t : X t' 1:. C} the first. 
time when the trajectory Xi exits domain G. We assume that X6 = x E C. 

(ex,) (C) 

Fig. 1 

If trajectories of the non-perturbed problem behave as in Fig. l(b) ( i. e ., leave 
C in a finite time T = T(x) < 00), then T ' ....... T(x) as ( lOin Px - probability ( 
Px means distribution in the space of traj ectories starting at x E JRr) . In thi s case 
exit of ;,) from the domain occurs due to the non- perturbed system in a finit. e 
time, and this event is not related to the long time behavior. 

In the case (a) and (c) the deterministic trajectories do not exi t t.he dornai n 

G. In these cases the exit of X t' from G occurs due to the perturbations a nd 
T' ....... 00 as ( ! O. 

Let us consider case (a) and introduce the quasipotential U(y) of the fi eld 
b(x) with respect to t he rest point 0 ( for given perturbation) : 

U( y) := V(O, y) , y E Hl" 

1 will exp lai n later why U( y) is called quasipotential. Let Uo = (f(UII ) 

min U(y), and assume that Yo is the only point. of fJC where U( y) = Uu. 
yE a G 

Then under mild additional assumptions we have in the case (a): 
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limIPx {IX~, - YOI > 6} = 0, "16> O,X E O. 
dO 

limdn ExT' = UO, X E O . 
dO 

. {{ Uo - h} { Uo + h }} hmIPx exp --- < T ' < exp --- = 1, Vh > O. 
dO f . f 

( 1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

So, in the generic case first exit from 0 occurs near not random point Yo E BO, 
and the logarithmic asymptotic of the exit time is also not random . The equalities 
(1.9)-(1.11) were established in [WF], [FWl) . 

If the set. Yo = {y E BO : U(y) = Uo = min U(y)} consists of more than on!:' 
yE aG 

point the situation becomes more delicate: a limit distribution of X;, as ( ! 0 on 
Yo exists . One can find a number of results concerning this case on [GFJ, [DIJ, 
[D2) . 

The exit of X t' from the domain 0 occurs, actually, after many returns from 
the periphery of 0 to a small neighborhood os the attracting point ,and each 
excursion takes relatively little time. Therefore the following refinement of (l.11) 
can be proved [GOY], [CGOY): 

limIPx{ET ' > t} = e-t ,x E O,t 2: O. 
dO T ' 

Let us consider now a dynamical system in 1F{ with many attracting sets. 
We say that two points X, y E IRr are equivalent (x'" y) if 

V(x, y) = V(y, x) = o. 

For example, all the points of a periodic trajectory of system (l.1) are equiv
alent , since SOT('P) = 0 if 'PS , 0:::; S :::; T, is a piece of a non-perturbed trajectory. 
But some points belonging to different trajectories can be also equivalent : for 
instance, all points in the neighborhood of the point 0 in Fig. l( c) are equivalent . 

Suppose the dynamical system (1.1) satisfies the following condition 

(Condition A): 

There are a finite number of compacts ]{ 1 , ]{ 2, .. . , f{/ such that, 

1) any two points x, y belonging to the same compact are equivalent ; 

2) if x E ]{;, y ¢ K ;, then x f y ; 

3) every w-limit set of system (l.1) (it means the set of limit points of X t as 
t --+ 00) belongs to one of Ki . 
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Denote 

Vij = vex, y), x E I<i, Y E I<j 

the value V(x,y) independent of the choice of X E I<i and y E I<j . 

The matrix (Vij) contains important information about quasideterministic 
approximation. Define j(i) by the conditions 

Vij(i) = min Vik. 
k:kti 

In the generic case this equality defines j( i) in a unique way. Consider the 
sequence 

i,j(i),j(j(i)),j(j(j(i))), . . . . 

At some point the numbers start to repeat and we observe a cycle. This cycle 
can cover all states 1(1, .. . , 1(/. But, in general, it covers only part of them. The 
other states belong to different cycles. For example, in Fig. 2 we have j( 1) 
2,j(2) = 3,j(3) = 1,j(4) = 5,j(5) = 6,j(6) = 7,j(7) = 5,j(8) = 9,j(9) = 8. 

Fig. 2 

Note, that the states 1(1, ' . . , Kg in Fig. 2 are not necessarily points in IR" . 
Some of them can present compacts like periodic solutions , invariant torus , etc. 
It follows from the large deviation estimates that trajectories starting in the do
main of attraction of /{i after first exit from this domain come to the domain of 
attraction of I<j(i) with probability tending to 1 as (; 1 o. From I<j(i) the trajec
tory will go to a neighborhood of I<j(j(i)) and so on according to the sequence 
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i,j(i),j(j(i», . ... The time T/,j(i) of the transition from I ..... i to a neighborhood of 
Kj(;) also can be described by vi,i(i) : 

limf In ExT;'J'(i) = Vi J·(i). 
b 10 ' ' 

So we have stratification of all states in cycles of the first order. In Fig. 1 it 
IS: K 1K2K3 , K4 , K5I{6K7, KsK9. 

The logarithmic asymptotics of the time or rotation in one cycle is defined 
by the matrix Vij. In the times bigger than characteristic rotation time for given 
cycle a transition between the first. ranI, cycles occurs . These transitiolls form a 
cycle of the second rank . The second order cycles, as well as t.heir characteristic 
times, are also defined by (Vij). Then the cycles third order appear etc. until all 
Ki will be involved. In each cycle in the case of general position one can find t.he 
main state, such that the trajectory X t' spends most of the time until it leaves 
the cycle in the domain of attraction of this main st.at.e . 

The explicit construct.ion of the hierarchy of the cycles alld the asymptotic 
expressions for the characteristic times through thf' numbers Vij are given in [Fl] 
(see also [FW1]). In particular , the notion of subJimiting dist.ribut.ion were int.ro
duced in this paper. If t = t( C 1) is a growing function of c 1 then the limiting 
distribution of X t'( ,-1) as c J 0 will be in general different for differellt. functiolls 

t(c-I) . For slowly growing functions t(C l ) this distribution is concent.rated near 
the attractor K i(x) of the initial point J:; then it. tends to the point j(i( ;r )) if 
Vj(i(x»,j(j(i(xl)) > Vi(x),j(i(x))' For t(C 1 ) growing faster the limit.ing distribution 
concentrated near the main state of the first rank cycle 'containing t.he point i(.r). 
Then it is concentrated near the main state of the second order cycle contain
ing i( x) and so on until the main stat.e of the all system will appear. A II this 
construction is governed by the matrix (Vij ). Some refinement.s of the asymptotic 
behavior of the transition times (for the case of two stable equilibriums) is given 
in [eGOY], [GOY] . 

The main stat.e of the system (under given perturbations) will be the compact. 
Kia where the invariant measure of the process X: will be concentrated as ( j O. 

Dynamical system (l.I) has, in general, many invariant measures: for in
stance, on each compact Ki at. least one (normalized) inva.riant measure is concen
trated . The process X; under mild additional condit.ions has only one normalized 
invariant measure p'. It is an old question: what is the limit. p' as c J 0 [B], [K]. 
The theory of large deviations allows t.o calculatt' t.his limit for a wide class of 
dynamical systems . To formulate t.he result I will remind the notion of i-graph 
[FW]. Let us have a finite set £ = (1 , 2, ... , I) . A system of arrows leading from 
n E £ to m E £ is called i-graph if 

1. exactly one arrow starts at any point 11 E £\ {i}; 
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2 . from any n E .c\ {i} along the arrows one can come to the point i; 

3. there are no loops in the system of arrows. 

Let us denote G i the set of all i-graphs in .c. 

Let io E {I, . .. , I} be such that 

mill nun 
i gEG, 

(m~n.)E .q 

is achic\ed only for i = io. Then it. is proved in [WF],[FW1), that for any neigh
borhood £( Kia) or the compact /\'i o 

It means that if the non-perturbed system has exactly one normalized, invari
ant measure JIio concentrated on Ki o then the invariant measure JI' of the process 
Xt' converges to JIi o' 

One can consider also the exit problem in t.he case when the dynamical system 
in G has many attractors ( see [FWl), Ch.6). 

As we have seen, the fUllction V (x , y) is the most important characteristic 
of the quasideterministic approximation . This function is defined as the solution 
of a variational problem for the act.ion functional. As it often happens some 
geometry in the phase space is closely connected wit.h the variational problem. 
The perturbation define a scalar prod uet. (oJ' a metric) in the phase space (or , in 
more general situation , in the spa.ce of functi ons on the phase space). 

For example , in the case of pure white no ise perturbations (1.2) for b(x) == 0 

. f('" ( ) n p2 (x , y) 
III ::'OT 'P : <p E C' OT, 'Po = x, 'Pt = y) = 2t ' (l.12) 

where p( .,. ) is the Euclidian metric in JR". In the case (1.3) the m etric p(.,.) 
r 

in (l.12) is the Riemannian met.ric corresponding to the form L: aij(x)dxidxj , 
i,j=l 

where (uij(.r)) = [O"(x)O"*(;r)]-l In the case (1.4) (as before b( ;I: ) == 0) p( ., .) is a 
Finsler m et.ric in 1Ft. This metric is defined by the family of unit balls at each 
point . . r E JR". The unit. ball a.t. point x E JR" defined as the convex envelope of 
the Riemannian unit balls corresponding to the metrics 

L ak .ij(x)dyidyi, k = 1, ... , n , (see Fig. 3). 
i.j 
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Fig. 3 

Here ak(x) = (ak,ij) = (crdx)crZ(x»-1. The well know S.R.S . Varadhan result 
[V] follows from the large deviation principle, equality, and some density bounds: 
If pf(t, x, y) is the transition density for the process in IIt corresponding to the 
operator 

Then 

-lim 2t lnpf(i, x, y) = p2(x, V), 
dO 

where p(.,.) is the Riemannian metric corresponding to the form 

2 

L aij(:r:)dxidxj , (aij(x» = (cr(x)cr*(x»-1 . 
i ,j=1 

(1.13) 

In the case (1.4) one can consider transition density pf(t; x, I; y , k) for the 
Markov process (X;, Vt) corresponding to the system 

{ 
OU r _ f f... ij ( ) 8~u {!-- f f 7 -"2 .~ ak x ~+.i..J Ckj(Uj -uk) 

',J=1 J=1 

x E IRr , t > 0, k = 1, . .. , n; 

pf (t; x, I; y, k )dy is the probability that the process (X;, Vt) starting at (x , I) will 
be in the set (dy, k) at time t. A relation similar to (1.13) holds for pf(i, x, I; y, k) : 
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-lim2t lnp(t ; X, I ; y, k) = p2(X, y), 
dO 

where p(x, y) is the Finsler metric in IRr mentioned above. 

Consider now problems concerning the long time behavior of the perturbed 
system. We restrict ourselves to the case (1.2) of pure white noise perturbations. 
Suppose the field b(x) has the representation 

b(x) = -\7U(x) + I( x), (1.14) 

and \U (;I.~ ) is orthogonal to the field I(x) . We assume that U(x) is a smooth 
fllnction (say, of t.he class c3 ) and lex) is a smooth vector fi eld . We call -\7U(x) 
t.lw potential I,art of hex) , and lex) is called the rotating part. Of course, one can 
rep lace U(:1:) in (1.14) by U(x) + const. But the representation (1.14) has more 
deep non-uniqueness: for example , the fi eld lex) can itself have a potential part 
that is orthogonal to \7U(x) . We will impose some additional assumptions that 
make the representation (1.14) unique at least locally. 

Set 0 be an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the field b(x) (see Fig. 
la), and let b(x ) be directed inside G for all x E fJG : b(x)n(x) > 0, where n(x) is 
the interior normal to fJG. Assume that U(O) = 0 and U(x) > 0 for x E G u fJG . 
Let \7U(x) =I 0 for x =I 0, x E G U fJG . Then one can check (see [FW1], Ch. 6) 
that 

V(O, y) = V(y) = 4U(y) (1.15) 

at least for y E G n {y : U(y) < min U(z)}. If the field I(x) in (1.14) identi-
zE&G 

cally equal to zero the field b(x) is potential : b(x) = -\7U. In this case (1.15) 
shows that the quasipotential V(y) up to the factor 4 coincides with the poten
tial. It is why V(y) is called quasipotential. The uniqueness of the represen
tation (1.14) with listed above assumption on U(x) ( at least locally) follows 
from (1.15). The existence of the representation (1.14), at least in some gener
alized sense, also follows from (1.15) : one can check that if V(y) is smooth then 
U(x) = ~V(x) , lex) = b(x) + ~\7V(x) give the representation (1.14) in a neigh
borhood of the point O. In general the function Vex) is only Lipschitz continuous. 
When (1.14) is true the numbers Vij also can be expressed through the values of 
U(x) at its criti cal points. 

Some importants characteristics of the perturbed system in the case of po
tential vector field b( x) = -\7 U (x) can be written explicity. For example, the 
invariant measure p! of the process Xt' defined by (1.2) in this case has a density 
M ' (x) : 

{ 2U(x)} M ' (x) = Cexp -(- . (1.16) 
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The constant C is the Horm-factor: 

',-I J {-2U(x)} C = exp t dJ:. 

R r 

The finiteness of the integral ill the right side of t.he last equality is t.he condit.ioll 
of existence of the finit.e invariant measllre. Using t.he explicit represelltation fOI" 

the densit.y one can easily check th a t as flO the limp.' concent.rated at til!' 
</0 

point.(s) of absolute minimum of the pot.ent.ial. 

I woulJ like now to ment.ion the limit theorems for not very large deviat ions. 
Let , for examplf' , the origin 0 be an asymptotically st.able equilibrium point for 
(1.1) . Suppose we are int,erested in the exit problem from a neighborhood C:' of 
the origin and Cf = (ac, where 0' is a positive parameter anJ C is a bounded 
domain in IR" , O E C . Consider, say, system (1.5) . Then if 0' > ~ the exit t,irne 
T~ tends to zero as ( 1 0 ( some mild assumptions of non-degen t~ rat.ioll should 
be made) . If ex = ~ the exit time T{j2 is on order I and its characteristi cs call 
be calculated using the central-limit-theorem approximat,ion mentioned ahove . If 
u = 0 we have large deviat.ions of ordf'r I considered earli er. If (} E (0 , ~) we 
have case 1101. very large deviat.ions . The asympt.otic behavior of the probabilities 
of such deviat.ions will be t.he same as for approximating Gaussian pl"Ocess (s(~e 

[FW 1], eh .7) . 

Finally, I would like t.o mention shortly some large devia tion problems con
nected wit.h t.ht' pertmbat.ions of infinit.e dimensional semiflows. Consider tit!' 
following syst.em of ft ~ action-diffusioll equat.ions (RDE) : 

( 1.15) 

I1dO , x)=gk(3~ );~~= l, . . . ,n . 

If G =F JR," some boundary condit.ions should be added t.o (1.15) . For example, it 
can be the Neumanll conditions 

(htk~t'X)1 . = 0, 
()n xE GG 

(1.16) 

or the Dirichlet. c:ondit,ions. Under mild assumptions on /k (x , '11), g,.( 3:) t.here exists 
a unique solution of t.he problem (3 .1)-(3.2) for all t > O. Titis solut.ion defines 
a semiflow Utg(.) = u(t,.),l/,(t, . ) = (UI(t, .), ... ,lI,,(t ,. )) , t 2: 0 ill t.he spare of 
continuous functions . There are a number of interest.ing phenolllcn a in the phase 
behavior of the semiflows corresponding to RDEs. for example, propagat.ion of 
wave fronts and other struct.ures , existence of st.able equilibrium points with less 
symmetry t.han exist.s in the boundary probl,:I11 . 
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An interesting problem - and one t.hat is important. fol' applications - is t.o 
study small random perturbations of these sellliflows and selllifiows ddilled by 
some other evolutionary partial differential equations. 

One should say that in the case of PDEs there art', rOllghly speakillg, more 
natural ways to introduce perturbations: one can consider Iwrturbatiolls of the 
equations, of the initial conditions, of boundary con d it.iolls, and perturba.t.ions of 
the domain where the initial-boundary problem is considered. 

Consider, first, the white noise type perturbations of th(' equatiolls: 

au' I t > O,x E G, ~ k = 0, uk(O,x) = gk(X); k = 1, .. . ,n. 
vn aG 

Let Wk(t,X),t > O,x E JRr,k = 1, . .. ,n, be the independent. Brownian 
sheets. This means that they are mean zero Gaussian random fields with ('or-

r 

relation function EWk(S, X)Wk(t, y) = (s /\ t) fl(x i /\ yi). The mix('d derivative 
1 

a;t~~~k(;~";.) is the natural counterpart of the classical white noise ~irt : it is the 
generalized mean zero Gaussian field with the correlation 6(t - s)6(x - y) . 1'h(' 
"statistical simplicity" of this field allows us to expect that one can have rela
tively explicit expressions for the characteristics of the perturbed semiflow. If 
x E G C JRl it turns out this is the case: For example, if a function F(x , 'tI) exist.s 

h th t f ( ) - aF(x ,u)k - 1 . . t d . th t '. I SIlC a k x, u. - - aUk, -, .. . , n, one can III ro uce . e po entHI. 

U[~) = ~ J [t Dk {d~:;X) } ~ + 2F(x, ~)l dx. 
G k=! 

(l.17) 

It means that 

5U(~) - -,,-- = Dkti~k + h(;r ; 'PI , . . . , 'Pn), k = 1, ... , n. 
U~k . 

One can write down a counterpart. of formula (1.17) for t.h e density of t.h e 
invariant m easure po ' of the perturbed s('miflow with respec t to an auxiliary Galls
sian measure. The measure po ' concentrat.ed near the points where tht> potential 
has its absolute minimum as f J O. The hierarchy of t.he cycles, the logarithmic 
asymptotics of exit. times and ot.her characterist.ics of quasidet.erministi c a.pproxi
mation also can be expressed through t.he potential U ['P). The non-potential case 
for one dimensional spac(' variable also is considered . Those results can be found 
ill [FJ-L], [F4J, [DPZ). 

. . a r+1w(t x) 
But if G c IRr , l' > L, 01H' cannot add the II illte nOise .jf. atax l .a~r to 

equat.ion (1.15): the perturbed pquatiolls , in general, ha.ve no solutions. The m ean 
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zero Gaussian fipld with correlation function ( f,(t-s)B(x-y) can be cO llsidered as 
a perturbation . If 8( z ) is sm ooth enough the perturbed equat ions have a. solu t. ion 
and this solution definps a Ma.rkov process Ut' in tlJ(> space of continuo us fun ctiolls. 
One can calcu late the action fun ctional for the family (1/ a lld 1.0 devplop a theory 
similar to finite dimensional case. But , of course, we will not. have such nice 
explicit expressions for t.he characteris t.i cs of the quasideterlllinistic a pproxillla.tio u 
as in the case of pure-white-noisf' p.~ rturbations. This lIl a kes quasidd.erJllinis1ir 
approximation for the process (It' less iut.f' resting . An interest ing problem hcr • ., 
from my point. fo vi ew , is to conside r perturha1.iolls of (J.I!j) hy tilt' Ill ean ~(')'o 

Gaussiall field with t1w correlat.ion funct.ioll ( lb(l- s)B{ ~} , 0 < (I , t'2 «: 1. The 
p erturbf'd eqllat.ions are solvable if 13(.:; ) is s lllooth c rIO II gh-. A nd if 1 lJ( .:: ) 1 ~ 0 fas t. 
enough as 1=1 ~ 'X>, w(' can expect,ed that. totH' qllasidf'tf'l"llIinist.ic a pproxilllation 
for t.he solution of the pert.urbed equations as bot.h parallll' i,f-' rs ( I and (:! tcnd to 
~ero can be described in a IllOr(' simple way. In particular , for t,he pokn1.i a l fi eld 
f(x, u) = - 'VuF(x, y) one can int.rodu ce the P01,(, IIt.ial simila.r t.o (1.17) 

U(,;,) = A J [t lh 1'V';'k(X)I:l + 21"(.1' , ,;,(x))]dx , 
G k=l 

the const.ante A is defin ed by 11( .:: ). 

One can consider ot.her types of pert.urbat.ions : fas t. osc ill a t.ing in t.illH' tlO ist' 
[Pal impulse-like perturbat.ions. HOlllogeniza t.ioll problem [1\.0], [PV] for evolu
tionary equations also can be considered from po in t o f vi(' w of pcrt.urhat. ions of 
the limit.ing semif\ows. One should m ellt.ion also nlOrp spPcific pro bl ellls connec ted 
with wave propagation in random media. B.~s ides rigorous mathelll a t.ical )'f 'sults 
there exists an extensive physical lit.e rat.lII'c devot.(' d t.o t.his t.opic. 

R andom perturbations of t.he boundary eonditions considered in [F W2] , [FS] . 

In particular, t.h e follollwing problem was st udied ill [FW]: 

8u' (t , ;I~ ) D 82 u' 
'J . =-:-~+f( ;t . lIf ) , I>O , I ;t l < l, 
ct 2 cn-

, . . au' (t , x ) I / 
u (0 , x ) = Y(J' ) , ') . . = ±~(t f). 

(a' x=±l 

Here (~+(t), ~_ (t)) is a stationary meall ~ero' stochast ic process satisfying 
some mixing pl'Oprert.ies. Thell 1/. ' (t , ;c ) defines a s t.ochastic process in t.h e fun c
tional space that COil verges as ( J 0 to the semifiow corresponding to the problern 

au(t. x ) D 8'211 . au . a = -:- ""., +f( x, II.), I > O, lx l < l.u.(O .x )=y( x ),,,(t , ±l)=O. 
t 2 va;- 0:1; 

Normal and large deviations ofu,' (t ,;I: ) from u(t, x) a re studies in [FW2] . Tlw 
normalized difference v' (l , x) = ( -I/:l(uf (l , a: ) - tt(t , x)) under some assumptions 
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concerning the mixing rate of the noise (~+(t),~-(t» converges as { ! 0 to the 
solution v(t, x) of the problem 

av(t, x) _ D a2 v af(x, u) I 0 I I 1 
a - --a " + at>, x < . t 2 x- U v,u=u(t,x) 

( 1.18) 

av . 
v(O, x) = 0, ax (t, ±1) = W±(t) . 

where (W +(t), W _ (t) is the Brownian motion with a covariance matrix expressed 
through the covariance matrix for the noise . Problem (1.18) is a partial stochas
t.ic differential equation with the noise in the boundary conditions . The general 
theory of such equations is not developed yet. The solution of problem (1.18) is 
a Gaussian random field , smooth inside the domain and equal to a generalized 
function on t I w boundary. Because of this one cannot consider weak convergence 
in t.he space of continuous functions. It turns out that" the right spaces" where v' 
converges weakly to v have a norm depending on the rate of mixing for the bound
ary noise. The same functional spaces should be considered when the moderate 
large deviations u'(t, x) from u(t, x) are studied. 

There are a number of interesting problems concerning perturbations of the 
domains. For example, the domain, where the boundary problem is considered, 
can have many randomly distributed small " holes" with some conditions on their 
boundaries. If the size of t.he holes tends to zero and the number of holes increases, 
the problem in the perforated domain can be replaced, under some conditions, by 
a problem in the domain wit.hout holes for non-random" effective" equation [PVZ], 
[Du] . These results can be looked on as a law-of-Iarge-number-type results. The 
central-limit-theorem type results and large deviations theorems for this setting 
is also of interest . 

Another class of problem related to the perturbations of the domains concerns 
perturbations of the boundaries. 

§2 Dynamical systems with conservation laws 

The large deviation theory gives satisfactory answers to many long time be
havior problems. If, roughly speaking, the dynamical system has st.rong enough 
attractors, or, in other words , when the potential component of the vector field 
is strong enough. The rigorous sense of these assumptions was given in condition 
A: Not too many points of the phase space should be equivalent. 

But there are important classes of dynamical systems where all points of the 
phase space are equivalent. (say, with respect to white noise perturbations) . 

One says that the dynamical system 
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)\'/ = b(Xd, Xo = .r E Ut', (2.1 ) 

has a first integral H(x) if H(Xd = H(.: ) = const . for all t . 

The first integral H(x) is not necessarily a smoot h function . If H( ;/: ) is smooth 
then it is a first integral for syst.PIIl (2 .1) if and only if 

vl/( ,I: )b(J') = O, X E IFt' . 

Now , let us restrict oursdves t.o dynamical systems in the plane JR2 \Ve will 
make some remarks concerning the general case later . 

Assume that system (L.l) on IR2 has a smooth first integral H (x) and let 
\7 H(x) = 0 only if a: is an equilibrium point. of the fi eld b(x) . Considf' t· t.ogether 
with \7 H(x) the vector fi eld 

- . {aH( ,!:) c)H(X)} t 2 2 
\71:/( x )= ~' --~ -1- ,3.: =( x,x )EJR. 

u;1: - va; 

The vectors \7 1:/(x) and V H(x) form an orthogonal coordinate syst.em at. :1' 

if b(x) f- 0, and 

b( :r) = a(x)\7 1:/(x) + ,I3(;r )\7 H(x) , 

where a(x), ;1(x) are some scalars. Since 1:/(x) is a smooth first int.egral for (2 . 1) , 
b(x)\7 H(x) = 0, and therefore 

b( x ) = ,I3(x)\7H(.r) . (2.2) 

Consider , first , the case of Hamiltonian systems ;:J(x) == 1; 

(2.3) 

We assume that H( x ) --;. 'Xl as Ix l --;. ,X), that H( x ) has a Hnit,!:, numher of 
non-degenerate critical points and min. H (a:) = (J. then a ll If'vel ~et.s 

."ER-

C(y) = { x E JR2 : H(3.: ) = y} , y ~ 0, 

are compact. Each ('(y) consists of a finite number n(y) of contl<'ct.ed component.s 

C I(y) : C (y) = U;·~~)Cdy).lfy is not a critical vailleor H( 3..· ) then each component. 
Ci ty) us a periodic trajectory of system (2 .2) . 

For brevity let H(x) be a generic functiolt: all its crit.ical point.s arf' nOI1-
degenerate and C( y) contains at most 1 critical point.. If C (y) contains a critica l 
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point xo, then C(y) besides the trajectory X t == Xo can contain two more trajec
tories having Xo as their limit as t -+ ±oo. It is easy to check that all points of 
the phase space for such a system are equivalent (with respect to the white noise 
perturbations). 

The simplest example is given by the harmonic-oscillator-type Hamiltonian, 
when H(x) has only one critical point: a minimum point, let us say, at the origin 
(Fig. 4) . 

( A. ) 

Fig. 4 
The correspondent phase picture is given in Fig. 4(b): each level set consists 

of one periodic trajectory. Note that since 1\7 H(x)1 = 1\7 H(x)l, the normalized 
invariant density My (x) on each periodic trajectory C(y) has the form: 

1 
My(x) = f dl 

I"'H(x)1 
C(y) 

dl is the length element on C(y). 

1 
1\7 H(x)I' x E C(y), 

Let us consider now the case when H(x) has more than one critical point 
(Fig. 5) 
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Fig . 5 
Then the set of trajectories consists of several families of periodic orbits di

vided by the separatrises. For example in Fig. 5(b) there are five families: ro
tations around 0 1 , around 0 3 and around 0 5 , rotations around 0 1 , O2 , 0 3 , and 
periodic orbits around all five critical points . These families are separeted by two 
oo-shaped curves: /1 with the crossing point at 02 and /2 with the crossing point 
at 0 4 . 

An important feature of the system with Hamiltonian having many critical 
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point.s is the appearance of a new first. integral independent of H(x) . This integral 
II (x) is the number of the family of t.he periodic orbits: if XX. denotes the orbit 
containing the point x E JR2 , then 

{

I, 
2, 

H(x) = ~~, 
4 , 
5, 

if X .,. belongs to the left loop of /1; 
if X"'. belongs to the right loop of /1 ; 
if Xx . belongs to the right loop of 12 ; 
if X"' . belongs to the left loop of AI'.!. , and /1 is inside X X.; 
if 1 2 is located inside X., .. 

Consider now the white noise perturbations of tht' system (2.3): 

:...£ - - ' 
X t = V'H(X:) + Vi Wt . 

lt is \Ilor.~ convenient to rescale time: Let. Xi = j(:/ ,. Then we have for Xi 
the following equat.ion 

. 1- . 
xt = -V'H(Xn + Wt· 

( 
(2.4) 

Let us consider, first, the case of H(x) with one crit.ical point (Fig. 4) . The 
motion Xi cOllsits of two components: the fast rotation according to the non
pert urbed dynamics and the motion wit.h a speed of order 1 (as f j 0 ) in the 
t.ranversal direction . The fast rotation for (' ~ 1 can be characterized by the 
invariant density My{x) on the orbit C(y) . To describe the slow component for 
( ~ lone can use the averaging principle: 

Applying the Ito formula, we have 

(2.5 ) 

l t .. I1t + V' H(X; )dW. + - D.H(X,; )ds 
o 2 0 

The first term in the eight. hand side of (2.4) , actually, is equal to zero since 
V' H(x) V' H(x) == O. Now , before the slow component. moves on a small but fixed 
distance {j the fast component makes as 0 < { ~ 1 many ( of order ( -1) rotations 
along the deterministic orbit. Because of this the " diffusion" and " drift" coeffi
cients in (2.5) should be averaged with respect to the density My(x). Therefore 
one can prove that the process H( Xi) = Y/ , 0 :::; t :::; T, converges weakly in C Ot 

as ( 1, 0 to a one-dimensional diffusion process Yy. The diffusion coeffici ent (J'2(y) 
and the drift B(y) of the limiting process are given by a.veraging : 

2( ) 1 J I 
(J' Y = J _d_l _. IV' H(x )ldl , 

IVH(x ll f" 
C (y ) \ : y ) 
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(Vi) 

1 J D.H(x) 
8(y) = dl cll. 

2 J 1~1I("' )I. IV'H(x)1 
C(y) (. (y) 

The limiting process )"t is defined by the equation 

elYt = aOi)el14'1 + B(Ytldt, )i] = H(J') , 

on set. {y 2: O}. The point y = 0 is inaccessi ble for t.lw process )'1 . 

Let. us now turn t.o the case when t.he Hamiltonian 11 (.1') has IllCJ(,( ' t.han Ollt' 
critical point. In this case C(y) consist., at. least. for sOrlie y, of several COlllPOII(,III.S 
Cdy), C 2 (y), ... , C,,(y)(y). One should average t.he ('oefficieut.s of (~ .!i) 1101. OV<~I' 

t.he whole level set but only over t1w conllectl'd compollcnt. (,ont.aining I.IJ(' initial 
point. . The behavior of the process H(X[) before a t.inl e to can Iwlp us 1.0 idelJtify 
the connected component. at t.ime to . Therefore one ('allllot expect. t.lw f{ (X ; ) 
converges in t.his case to a Markov process. To have in the limit a Markov process, 
we have to extend t.he phase space: \.0 remember not. on Iy t.he level set ( 01' H (X r)) 
but the connect.l'd cOlllponent. of this level set (11 (X il) wl1l'1'1' LIlt' nOIl-pert.u I'h(~d 
system has mixill)!, 

The set of ('oHnectl'd ('ompollt'uts of the Hamilt.ollia.1I 11(;1: ) provided with 
the nat.ural topology is hOllwomorphic to a gra.ph 1'. For ('xalnplr' , in Fig. 5 I'a('h 
minimum point of 11 (J:) corresponds 1.0 an ext.erior vertex 0 1, 0:1 or Os of t.lw 
graph. The saddle points t.ogethel' wit.h I.he (x' -shap,~d (,ul've COI'I'('S[)()IJ(1 t.o t.h(· 
int.erior vertices O2 , 0 4 . The points of open edges h , . .. , h (,Ol'l't'spond 1.0 th ... 
periodic orbits . Say h counts all orbit.s arollnd OJ up 1.0 the elll'rgy If' vI,1 H((h) , 
and h corresponds to the rotations around (h IIp to the energy J[ (0'2). TIll' poi Ilts 

of 13 correspond to the orbits in t.he region wlwl'f' H(J:) = 4. 

If some critical point. of H(x) degellf'l'ates, more than :3 edges call mee t. at. 
the vertex of the graph corresponding to that point.. Fol' sys\.ems ill IH'2 t.il .. 
corresponding graph always has the structure for a tree. For Hamiltonialls on 
other manifolds, say on a torus, t.he graph can have loops. 

Denote by Y the mapping of the set of connect.ed component.s of t.he level 
set.s of H(:r) t.o tIlE' graph r : Y(C;(y)) is the point of Ii correspollding to C;(y). 
One can consider the value of H(x) as a coordinat.e in Ii , so that Y(Cj(y)) is the 
pair (y , i), which characterizes a point. of the graph. 

One can cOllsider t.he mapping Y from Ill" t.o r : Y (x) , .r E m." , is defined as 
the point. of r corresponding to the connected component of t.he level set C( H (x)) 
containing the point x. 
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Consider the family of stochastic process on the graph r 

Y/ = Y(Xn, t ~ O. 

It turns out the process Yt', 0 :::; t :::; T, converge weakly in the space of 
continuous functions with the value in the graph r as ( ! 0 to a continuous 
Markov process on r. 

It is worth mentioning that there exists a number of " classical" asymptoti c 
problems where the limiting process has values in a graph . One can find som e 
of such problems in [FW]. In th e end of this section we will mention some other 
problems. 

It is important for all these problems t.o have a description of continuous 
Markov process on graphs . 

Consider a graph r = {h, ... ,Im;Ol, ... ,OI}. Let L1, ... ,Lm be elliptic 
second order differential operators. 

o}(x) d2 d 
Li = -2- -d ~ + Bi(Y)-d ' Y Eli . 

. y- Y 

We assume that the coeffici ents are. say, Lipschitz continuous and bounded , 
O'i(Y) 2 0' > O. Then a diffusioll process X:;I in Ii corresponds to Li , i = 1, ... , m . 

The process X}i ) is defined up \.0 the first. exit. from interval Ii . How can one 

describe continuous Markov processes on r coinciding with the processes X}i) 
inside the edges? We should define behavior of the process after reaching the 
vertices . 

Here the situation is similar to the well know problem considered by Feller, 
[Fel], [Fe2] : Describe all possible continuations of a continuous Markov process on 
an open interval to a process on the closed interval preserving the continuity and 
the Markov property. T,he most convenient. way to describe all such continuations 
is to describe the domain of defi nit.ion of t.he infinit.esimal operator of the ext.ended 
Markov process. If the process illsid e t.h e int.erval I wa.., governed by operator 
L = ~a(x)~ + b(x) d~' a(x) > 0, t.hen each possibl e continuation is defined by 
boundary conditions in the ends of the interval. For example, if the process in t.he 
closed interval has instantaneous refl ec t.ion in bound a ry then the corresponding 

boundary conditions are dld(J:) I = O. This means t.hat the infinitesimal operator 
x xE81 . 

A of the extended process is defined for smoot.h f( x), x E I, such that dll;) I = 
. xE81 

0, and inside the interval Af(x) = Lf(x). Feller described all boundary conditions 
corresponding to Markovian cont.inuat.ions of the process inside the interval I. 

In our case the boundary conditions should be replaced by some gluing con
ditions at the vertices. Any smooth in r\ {0 1, .•• , O(} function satisfying these 
conditions should belong to the domai n of the generator of the extended process. 
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We will write h ~ 0; to say that t.he edge h has 0; as one its ends. For any 
set of constants ui,{3ij 2: O, j E {k : h ~ Od , i = I, .. . , 1, Ui + L ,iij #- (J 

j :/ , -O, 

there exists a unique continnous Markov process Yt on r sllch t.hat its gcncral.or 
A defined for coutinuolls functions f(y) , y E r , satisfying tJlI' condit.ions: 

1. f(y) is twice continnously differentiable inside the edges 11 , ... , 1m ; 

2. If Ii ~ Ok then lim L;J(y) exists and is independent. of i ; we dpilotc I.hal. 
y-Ok 

limit. Lf(Ok) ; 
3. QI,;Lf(Od+ L (3kj~(Ok)=O,i= 1, ... ,/; 

j :l;-Ok J 

Here Yj is the coordinate on Ij sllch that Yi = 0 for the point Ok and Vi > 0 
inside Ii ' 
If f(y) "atisfies these conditions, then Af(y) = L;J(y) for y E I;. 

Moreover, for any conditions Markov process on the graph coinciding with 

process X} i),i = I , ... , m, inside the edges one can find constant.s U; , 13i j 2: 
0, L {3ij +Uj #- 0, such that. its generator A is defined for functions f(y) , y E r , 

i :/j-O, 

satisfyillg conditions 1-3 and Af(y) = L;J(y) for y E Ii . 

If ollr graph consists of one segment, t.his statement coincides wit.h Fell(' r's 
result. This was proved for processps on graphs in [FW3) ,[FW4). 

The coefficient,s Uk, 13k; characterize t.he behavior of the PI'OCPSS at. (h . For 
example if {3ki = 0, i E {j : Ii ~ Ok} , then t.he process st.ops at. Ok· Tlw 
coefficient.s 13k;, roughly speaking, characterize the probabilit.ies of going to h 
from Ok. If UI,; #- 0 then the t.rajectory spends a positive tillH' at t.he point. Ok . 

We assumed t.hat the operators L; that govern the process inside the ('(lges are 
non-degenerat.e. This condition is fulfilled in a Ilumber of asymptotic problems 
where the limiting process is a Markov process on a graph [FW) . However, Wf' 

have to consider degenerate processes if we study the white Iloise perturbat.iolls 
of Hamiltonian system in JR2 . 

To describe t.he process Yt on the graph r limit.ing for the family Yt' = Y(.\)) 
as ( J 0, we should calculate the operators Li for ea.ch edge I; C rand t.hp gluing 
conditions at t.he vert.ices . 'I'll(' calculat.ions of t.hl' operat.ors L i , aCI.ua.lly, an' 
similar t.o t.he case of Hamilt.onians wit.h 011(' critical poi lit. (see formulas (2 .6)) . 
The only difference is that in t.he general caSt' the level st'\. C(y) is a. sum of 

several connected components: C(lI) = U:'~~)Ci (Y). !':ow t.lH' averaging should 
be carried out. only over corresponding componpnt. C (y). Therefore t.he opNator 

'( l L; = 17;/) ~ + B;(y) dd governing the limit i Ilg process insid(> Ii has mdticients 
- - y 
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o}(y) = J 1 dl J I"V H(y)ldl, 
~ C;(y) C;(y) 

B;(y) = 2 J 1 dl . J 
~ C;(y) C;(y) 

.6.H(y) 
I"VH(Y)l dl . 

(2 .7) 

One can see from formulas (2.7) that the diffusion coefficients o}(y) degen
erate at the vertices Ole, k = 1, ... , l. Simple calculations show that the order of 
degeneration of the diffusion coefficients at the vertices corresponding to the ex
tremums of the Hamiltonian exterior-vertices and the signs of the drift coefficients 
at these points are such that the exterior vertices are inaccessible for the limiting 
process on graph. It means that no additional conditions should be imposed at 
the points. 

The situation is different at the interior vertices corresponding to the saddle 
points of the Hamiltonian. Although the diffusion is degenerate at these points, the 
degeneration is slow enough. All such points are accessible and gluing conditions 
should be imposed at these vertices. 

To formulate the gluing conditions at an interior vertex Ok, consider the 
oo-shaped curve lie corresponding to the saddle point Ole. This curve consists 
of two loops If and I~' Let the edge If correspond to the orbits located inside 
It,ll correspond to the orbits located inside I~ and 12 correspond to the orbits 
containing lie inside themselves (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6 
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fAi = 1. IV' H(x)1 dl, i = 1,2, (3k3 = (3kl + (3k~. 
-Y~ 

Then the gluing conditions at the point Ok have the form: Cik == 0 (it means 
that the trajectory has no delay at the vertices), and 

df ( dh ·0 · (3 df (0 ) (3kl-d Ok)+ ,iJk'2-d ( d+ k3-d k =0. 
Y1Y2 Y3 

(2 .8) 

The operators Li, i = 1, . . . ', 111 defined by (2.7) and gluing conditions (2 .8) 
at the interior vertices define the limitillg process in a unique way. These results 
were proved in [FW 4J . 

How can one prove the convergence of the process }~' and calculate the gluiug 
conditions (2 .8) for the limiting process? 

First, one should check the tightness of the process Y/ , 0 ~ t ~ T, in the 
weak topology, then calculate the operators L i , i = 1, . .. , m, using the mentioned 
above averaging procedure. The next step is to prove that the limiting process 
is Markovian. Now, since we have a description of all continuous Markov process 
on the graph r , we should find the gluing conditions. To do this one can use 
the fact that uniform distribution is the invariant measure for X: in m2 for any 
f. > O. Using this fact it is simple to calculate the invariant meas nre for the process 
~' = Y(Xn on r. This measure is " the projection" of the uniform distribution in 
m2 on the graph r . It is independent of f.. Now one should choose the constants 
(3ij at any vertex Oi so that the process on r with given operators Li and given 
gluing conditions has the prescribed invariant density. A plan close to this one ( 
but slightly different) was realized in [FW4] . 

The result is similar if we consider a more general class of perturbations: 

x; = V' H(Xn + V£u(/XnWt + f.b(Xn, Xo = x E m2, 
where u(x)u*(x) is a nondegenerate matrix. 

So, the evolution of the energy under white-noise-type perturbations can be 
described in a proper time scale as a diffusion process on the graph corresponding 
to the Hamiltonian H. The limiting process has no delay at the vertices. In 
general , it is not necessary that the evolution of the first integrals has no delay 
at the vertices of the graph ; some V(~rtices can correspond to a set where the 
non-perturbed trajectory spends a positive time. 

Consider, for example, a Hamiltonian system on the two-dimensional torus . 
It has the following behavior in the case of general position ([Aj ,[KhSj): There 
exists a finite number of loops like those shown in Fig . 7a; inside su ch loops the 
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system may have other equilibrium points and behave like a system in a region of 
IR? The trajectories outside the loops have an ergodic behavior (Fig. 7b): each 
of them is dense outside the loops. Therefore, if we 

( &) 

o. 

(c.) 

Fig. 7 
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Consider white noise perturbations of such a system, all trajectories outside 
the loops should be glued in one point ( point 0 0 in Fig. 7c) . The segments 
It, h, 13 , 14 correspond to different families of periodic orbits 14 corresponds to 
the orbits inside ")'2; 13 counts the orbits inside but outside the oo-shaped curve 
inside /1; It and h correspond to the periodic trajectories inside the two parts of 
the 00- shaped curve. 

The vertices 0 1,03 ,04 correspond to the stable equilibrium points inside the 
loops /1 and /2. The vertex O2 corresponds to the oo-shaped curve. 

Using the averaging principle one can calculate the operators Li, i = 1, ... ,4, 
governing the limiting process inside 1;. 

The gluing conditions at the vertex O2 are calculated in the same way as 
above; the ('xterior vertices 0 1 ,0 3 ,04 are inaccessible and no condition should be 
imposed there. But at the vertex 0 0 the situation is different from what we had 
before: this point corresponds to the shadowed area in Fig. 7(a). This area has 
a positive measure and therefore the limiting process will spend at 0 0 a positive 
time. 

Thus the gluing conditions at 0 0 will have a positive coefficient Qo. The 
coefficients Qo, f30i of the gluing conditions at 0 0 can be again calculated using 
the fact that the Euclidian area is the invariant measure for the process X: for all 
f. 

Up to now we considered system (2 .2) with f3(x) == 1. If f3(x) t 1 but preserves 
the sign the results will be more or less similar. But if f3(x) changes the sign we 
will have a number of new effects. 

Consider the case when the first integral H (x) has only one minimum (Fig. 
4) . Supose that f3(x) is negative inside the loop / =ABCDEFA in 
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HlF) k~ kt~} 

lr-----:.T~I I 

\\tAJ 

t c. ) 

Fig . 8 

Fig. 8a and positive outside this loop . Then, at least on some of the level sets 
of H(x), the dynamical system has four equilibrium points: two stable and two 
unstable, if considered on the level set (Fig. 8c). This results in appearance of a 
new independent of H(x) first integral, and it is necessary to consider the limiting 
process on a graph if we want to preserve the Markov property. Namely, consider 
the perturbed process 
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:..f ... _... . .. 
X t = j3(X; )\7 H(Xt') + /fwt , -"6 = x, (:l.8) 

and the rescaled process Xt' = ,Y:\(. Denote by x:/l(y) the point of intersection 
of C(y) = {x : H(x) = y} and of the arc FED of the curve , = { x : /3(x) = OJ. 
The point of intersection of C(y) and of the arc ABC denote X~2 )(y). Define 
v(x), x E m?, as follows: 

vex) = i, if x belongs to the domain of attraction of x l,(H(;!:» ; 

vex) = 1, if H(x) ~ H(D) or if .r belongs to the arc epn of , ; 

v(x) = 2, if H(x) $ H(C) or if x belongs to the arc AGF of , . 

The function //(x) is the first. integral for system (2.2) independent of H(x). 

Denote 

] , 1t3(XlVH(X,-)I-'dl JC(YI 113("11 , y , {

I r IVH( x)ldl , > H(D) 

al (y) = e( y, , 

1\7 H(x;/ J(y)W , H(F) $ y $ J-!(D) ; 

( 2 I li3( Xl,VH(X11- l dl J C(y) li3 (XjVH (Xll ' y , {

I r Ll.H(x ldl , > FJ(D) 

Bl y) = e (y, 

H~H(X~l ) (y»I , H(F) $ y $ H(D) ; 

{ 

1 r v H x J ell , < H ( C) 
( ) _ ] li3 IX,' lVH(Xll-ldl J c' (y ) i3 (x) , Y / , 

a2 Y - e ly ) 

1\7 H(XI21(y)W , H(C) $ y $ H( A ); 

{

I J. Ll.H(x) dl < H(C) 
B ( ) - 2 I li3 (X)VH,(Xll-ldl Cry) li3 (X)V, H(Xll' Y . , 

2 Y - ely) 

~1~H(X(2) (y))l, H(G) $ y $ H(A); 

A1(y) d2 d a2(y) d2 d 
L1 = -- --., + Bdy)- , L'2 = -- --, + B 2 (y)- . 

2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ 

Consider the mapping Y (x) = {11 (x), v( x)} of IR'.! to the graph drawn in Fig, 

8e. Note that x~ll(y) is a stable equilibrium point for system (2 .2) when H(F) < 
y < H(D), and X~2)(y) is a stable equilibrium point, for /-l(C) < y < H( A ). At. 
point F the branch FED loses stability and X; "jumps" from the point F to H 
along the deterministic trajectory as ( ~ 1. Similarly , X; "jumps" from the point, 
A to E. Therefore "from the point of view of the process Xt' for ( ~ 1" the points 
(H(A) , 2) and (H( E ), 1) as well as (H( F ) , 1) and (H(B) , 2) should be identified , 
Denote by r the graph in Fig. 8b with identified points (HCA ), 2) '" (H( E ), 1) 
and (H(F), 1) as well as (H(F) , 1) and (H(F), 1) '" (H(B) , :l). 
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Considf'f the diffusion process Yt 011 r hy LIon t. he edge 11 = {y E ''Y, v = I} 
and by L2 on 12 = {y E r , v = L} wit.h the gluing condit.ions: fry), y E r , is 
continuous, f(!J) contilluously clif[(~/'t' ntiablc al (fl( B). L) alon 12 and at (FI(E), 1) 
along [1. Obviollsly. LIIPse gluing condit.ions have t.he form dpscrihed above. 

One can proW' t.hat the proCf'SS (/1(Xt,//(X;))) converge weakly as (J 0 to 
the process Yt OIL t.h e graph r. As it is in t.iw case of Hamiltonian systems, such 
an approximation allows one to calculat.f~ main forrns as ( J 0 of a number of 
interest ing characteristics of t.Iw process X; f'xplicity. 

Consider now fasl ()sci Ilat.i ng pert.urhations (1.5) . Assume t.hat t.he process ~t 
has good enough mixillg pl'OIwrties (see [BF]). Let Eb(x,~d = b(x) and assume 
that. t.he system 

X t = b(X t ). Xu =.t 
has a snl()c,(h first. integral FI(X): vH(X)b(X) == O. Then FI(Xf) t.ends to H(x) 
as ( I () for any finit . (~ t. BIlt. aft.er rescaling of time t ~ t\ f we can expf'ct that. 
H(X t\ , ) converges weakly as ( J 0 to a diffusion process, if H(X) has only one 
critical point as ill Fig. 4. Th(' convergeIH'p is l,he result of doublf' awraging 
on t.he fast. oscillating noise and fasl. rot,at.ion along t.he dd,el'lninist.ic t.raject.ories. 
This is a generalization of the ce llt.ral-lirnil -t.heon-'nl-t,ypP result mentioned above 
wl)(,11 condit.ion (1.7) is fulfillt--d: If 1~' iJ( :t;, ~d == n t.lwn t.ll<' fllnction HdJ:) = 
J. I,. _ . , H,.(J·) = :/:" are first. int.egrals. The problem of convprgel1ce of H(X;, . ) to 

a diffllsioll process and its gelwralizett.ions Wt~ re studied ill [13F). Note, that if H(x) 
has ))Iany crit.ica.l points t.hen it. is necessary t.o consider t.h e limiting process on 
the graph co rresponding to 1I( ;l: ) if we want t.o have the Markov property. This 
problem is still open. 

The lil1lit theorems desn ibt' d ill this sect.io)) can be lIsed for studying t.he 
asympt.otic hph avior of hOllndary prohlems for PDEs conned.f' d with diffusion pro
cesses ([F,"V:1j, (F'vV4]) for problplllS of oplimal stabilizat.ion of dynamical systems 
perturbed hy a lI o is!' [DF). Sillce t.lw lilllit.ing process is one-dimensional olle can 
expect. exp li ci t. exp ressions for lllany i nteresti ng characterist.ics of the perturbed 
process. 

If WP consider perturbat.ions of s Hamiltonian system with more than one 
degr('e of freedolll, hut. t1w syst.em has good ('no ugh ergod ic properties 011 non
critical level set.s. one can f:X[Wct a rpsult. very dosp to the casp of one degree of 
freeciollJ . 

If the syst.em has s('v(~ ral first . int.egrals HdJ;), .... HI(x) and t.he dynamical 
syst.em is ergod ic on t.he non-si ngu lar level sets {x E lH" : II I (J') = Vi, ... , FI I (x) = 
:IfL} = C'{y) = C(y', ... , yl) (C(y) is non-singlliar if tllt' Jacobiau { d ~~\X)} has 
maximal rank for all ;/: E C(y) one can expect, that (Hd.\;), .. . ,HI(X t')) con
verges weakly t.o a process Yt Oil a spt. cOllsist.illg of glued I-dimensional pieces . 
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Inside these pieces Yt is a I-dimensional diffusion process. The coefficients of 
this process can be calculated using the averaging. Some gluing conditions sim
ilar to those considered above should be imposed at the places where several 
I-dimensional pieces are glued. This problem in the case I > 1 is still open. 

Now I will mention one more problem that leads to ajump in Markov process 
on the graph . Let ZIt be the Poisson process with the parameter 1 and ~(x) be a 
random vector in JR2;IP(X1,"Y) = IP{~(:2:) E 'Y},r c JR2. Consider the following 
perturbations of system (2.3) : 

(2.9) 

It is dear that i: = ,\"t as ( ! 0, but after the time rescaling the process X; = ./\'t\ , 
has a non-trivi :d limit of the slow component . To describe t.his limit consider 
the mapping Y : JR2 ....... r, which was introduced when we studied equation 
(2.4); r is the graph corresponding to H(x), Gi(y) are the same as before. Let. 
My ,;(dz), (y, i) E r, be the normalized invariant measure for system (2.4) on 
Gi{Y); G = Y('Y) , 'Y c JR2, Ger. Denote 

p[(i, y), G] = J IP(x, 'Y)My,i(dx). 

C ,(y) 

One can prove that Y(Xn converges as { ! 0 to the continuous time Markov 
chain on r such that 

IPy{T > t} = e- t , IPy{Y.,. C G} = p(y,G), 

where T is the tinH~ of the first jump; T = il1f{s : r:, f. ro}. 

One can introduce the notion of t.he first integral for a Markov process X t in 
JRr : H(x),x E JRr, is a first integral for X t if lPxUI(Xd = H(x)} = l ,x E Ift'. 

If X t is the diffusion process corresponding to an operator 

lr .. (]2 r . 0 
L = -2 '"' a'J(x)-o '0 . + '"' b'(x)-o ., ~ x' xJ ~ x' 

i,j=1 i=1 

then a smooth function H(x) , x E JRr , is a first integral for the process X t if and 
only if 

L'· .. 8H(x) 8H(x) 
Lf(x) = 0, a'J(x)-o-'- -0-'- = O,:r E JR'·. 

x' xJ 
i ,j =1 

Of course, a non-trivial first integral can exist only if this diffusion process degen
erates. 
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Assume t.hat. the process X t correspondiug t.o L has a smoot.h first int.egral 
FJ(J:), H(x) 2: () and the level sets C(y) = {x : H(x) = y} are compact for any 
y 2: O. Furt.hermore, let H(X) be generic alld process X t non-degenerat.e on any 
non-singular compollent City) of level set rC!J)(C;(y) is singu lar if \7 [[(x) = 0 
for sonw J : E Ci ty)) . Then th(' /lI'OCl'SS X t has on C;(y) a normalized invariant 
rrwasure vy ,i(dx). Such a rtlC'aslII'e is unique. If y is a critical value and x is the 
corresponding critical point, then Vy,i is concentrated at x E C;(y). Let. r be the 
graph corresponding to H(;r) and Y be the corresponding mapping: Y : nt ---> r . 

Con~ider pert.urbat.ions of t.he procpss XI. Let, for example , t,he pe rt.urbed 
process X,' he the Markov process Xt. Let, for example, the pert.urhed process 
,\:: be the Markov l'i0cess in JR" governed by the operat.orU : 

L' f ( .1') = L f ( J:) + ( .I . L tJf(J' ) 
[1( :1: + Il) - f(x) - I'i -.~-. JJ1,~.(dj3). 

cn:' 
11'\ {Ilj 

Here p".( .) is a measure ill U{,' , ( > 0 is a small parameter. Assume, for 
brevit.y, that, /l .r is finit.e for all J,' E lHr , alld sUP /i..I,(/R'·) = Ji < 'Xl . Denot.e motion 

.r 

in t.ht~ level sets of t.he fUllct.ion If (;!') , and t1w slow compollent H(X;). 

One can proVf~ t.hat. t.he s low ('olnponent .\"t' = }{(Xt' ),O:::: t:::: 1', converges 
weakly as ( I 0 to a cont.inuous t.inH' jlllnping IVlarkov process }'t on the graph r. 
The density of t.he jumps for t.he lillliting process Vt at a point (y, i) E r is equal 
to 

.I/1."(lR1·\{O}) //y ,i(dx) = Ji(y,i). 

C .(y) 

The probability of the jump from (y, i) E r to set 'Y C r is equal 1.0 

One can cOllside r white-noise pe rturbations of t.h e process .Yt corresponding 
t.o operat.or L. The perturbed process 'X't' in t.his C<l.5e is governed by the operat.or 
7./ = L + ~~. Then the slow compone nt. of X: = '\'1\ ' under some additional 
assumptions also conve rges t.o a. difT'usion proCf'SS on t.he graph corresponding to 
H(x) . Proper gluing condit.ions a.t. the ve rtices should be imposed. Note that. if 
the operator L is non-degenerat.ed ill some domaill D C lRr, the funct.ioll H(x) 
should be equal to a constant. for ;1: E D. It ca.n result in a delay of the limiting 
process at t.he point of our graph corresponding to D. 
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